A List

Frank Partnoy
Law review article reprints had a prominent place in Fred’s office. They lined his shelves, their sheer number and varying colors marking the progression of his prolific career. Fred was particularly fluent in “traditional” law reviews, the student-edited journals that have been a mainstay of scholarly publication by law professors. Of course, Fred published dozens of other pieces, in varied professional and academic journals, but he seemed most proud of his law review articles.

Below is a list of the schools’ law reviews in which Fred published articles, based on a search of the Journals and Law Reviews (JLR) database of Westlaw, using the search term “Fred /2 Zacharias.” I have listed the law schools whose journals published the articles and have footnoted the full citations.

When I read this list of schools at Fred’s memorial, I did so in alphabetical order. Upon reflection, I think reverse chronological order is a more appropriate tribute to Fred, beginning with the article he finished near the end of his life and career, and concluding with his first article, published when he was twenty-eight years old. Fred spent half of his life writing law review articles. It should have been a much higher percentage than that. The list speaks for itself.

Notre Dame. 1
Georgetown. 2
Minnesota.  
Fordham.  
Boston University.  
Ohio State.  
Case Western Reserve.  
Washington & Lee.  
Ohio State.  
Fordham.  
William & Mary.  
Georgetown.  
Minnesota.  
Georgetown.  
Boston College.  
Illinois.  
Widener.  
George Washington.
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- Vanderbilt
- San Diego
- Georgetown
- Wisconsin
- William & Mary
- Vanderbilt
- San Diego
- Illinois
- Arizona
- Fordham
- Iowa
- Vanderbilt
- Rutgers
- North Carolina

Boston University. 33
Georgetown. 34
South Texas. 35
Kentucky. 36
Yale. 37
Georgetown. 38
Georgetown. 39
Georgetown. 40
William & Mary. 41
George Washington. 42
Fordham. 43
University of Southern California. 44
South Texas. 45
University of California—Davis. 46
William & Mary. 47
Texas. 48

Oklahoma.49
Notre Dame.50
Minnesota.51
Vanderbilt.52
Iowa.53
Iowa.54
Cornell.55
Yale.56
Duke.57
